Announcing Publication of 
the Long-Awaited 
EAC Grading Guide

The first book published by EAC
All proceeds accrue to the 
EAC Garvin Fund 
for education and outreach

192 pages packed with information 
needed by every copper collector

Learn to grade like 
an early copper professional

Avoid bad buying decisions

EAC grading standards are illustrated in full color from AG-UNC for all half 
and large cent types and for the state and federal coinages under the 
Articles of Confederation.

EAC net grading is fully explained and illustrated.

EAC and commercial standards for sharpness are compared.

Cover price: $54.95 + $5 P&H
Price to EAC or C4 members in good standing: $49.95 + $5 P&H

Price to NY address for EAC or C4 members in good standing: $49.95 + $5 P&H + Applicable NY sales tax on $54.95 
(EAC is a NY State not-for-profit corporation and as such must charge NY sales tax on the purchase price and 
shipping charge for every book delivered to a New York address.)

Send check or money order to:

EAC
PO Box 2462
Heath, OH 43056